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REPORT

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

ON PROPERTY OF 
DYEJOT MINING AND EXPLORATION LTD. 

MACDIARMID TOWNSHIP. ONT.

INTRODUCTION

A vertical loop electromagnetic .urv.y was carri.d

out orer a designated area of th. property of Lorejoy 

Mining and Exploration Ltd. in MacDiarmid townahip, Ont. 

Previously a horizontal loop electromagnetic aurrey and 

a magnetometer axirrey war. carried out over th. entire 

property. Th. obj.et of th. pre.ent exurrey Mie to cheek 

th. vicinity of th. conductor, indicated by th. horizontal 

loop eurvey with a d.ep.r p.n.tration unit*

Th. following report and accompanying map d.scrib. 

the result, of the pre..nt .urr.y. Th. writ.r ha. not 

had the opportunity of atudying in detail the original 

electromagnetic surrey but a copy of the magnetic nap i. 

available with location of th. pr.viou.ly indicated 

conductor..
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This report does not deal with property, location, 
general geology, etc. aa thie i* presumably covered in 
tha original report.

RL3ULT3 OF THE KLECTROMAGMSTIC SURVEY AND INTERPRETATION
The vertical loop eurvey was carried out using 

a A5 foot perimeter transmitting loop and readings were 
taken with coil spacing ranging from 400 to 500 feet, 
as shown on the accompanying nap. The transmitter set-naps 
were laid out along the strike of the conductors as shown 
on the map and the dip angles are plotted as a profile 
on a scale of l" equals 20 degrees.

The horisontal loop survey outlined several 
parallel conductive sones striking northwest and situated 
within a major magnetic anomaly which represents a basic 
intrusive. It is the writer's understanding that these 
sones are referred to as 4, 5, 6 and 7*

The vertical loop survey would appear to check 
the horisontal loop conductors fairly well with minor 
changes but the survey also indicated other sones shown 
on the accompanying map as ?A, d and 9* The one line
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conductors picked up in the horisontal loop s
urrey on 

line 32HW were not found in the present surve
y and they 

probably are due to conductive overburden. A brief 

description of the conductive sones follows:

 The two surveys cheek quite well on this son*
 

and the vertical loop results indicate a very
 weak 

conductor or else heavy overburden*

ZONE 5

This appears to be the extension of No* 4 ion
* and 

the conductivity is either quite low on line 
6J*NW or the 

overburden is greater. The horizontal loop and vertical 

loop show slightly different results going so
utheast 

but there does not appear Much doubt that it 
is the sane 

zone being picked up in both surveys. The tone show* up 

very strongly in the vertical loop survey fro
m lin* 4#NW 

to 40W and this nay be due to shallower overb
urden as 

the magnetic readings are also higher*

It seeas likely that ion*s 4 and 5 represent 
the 

saae structure which lies along the contact o
f the intrusive.
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It probably reprevente a shear cone along the contact 

containing sulphides and/'or graphite.

ZONE 6

The Tertieal loop shows a greater length to this 

zone than the horizontal loop survey. The total length 

indicated is 2,500 feet with a possible extension to the 

northwest with slight offsets or folding. The zone shows 

as a strong conductor with a probable dip to the north 

but this is not too definite.

It is within the magnetic anomaly but appears to 

lie along a zone of lower readings union could be signifi 

cant as it nay represent a contact or strong shear sone.

ZONES 7 AND 7A

The horiiontal loop surrey apparently only obtained 

a response on one line (40NW) and aetually the Tertieal 

loop does not show a conductor on this line. However,it 

does show two separate but almost continuous conductors 

extending from line 4dNW to dJ*NW. The cross-overs are 

quite good on most lines indicating a fairly strong 

conductor.
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This zone is situated on the northeast side of 

the magnetic anomaly and does not appear to hare any 

particular relation to it although it has the same general

strike.

ZONE 3

This is a new stone picked up in the southeast 

corner of the area surveyed. It has the sane general 

trend but only a length of about J*00 feet. It is not a 

strong conductor and lies within the magnetic anomaly.

This has a length of about 1,400 feet and nay extend 

to the east off the property* It has a more east-west 

strike than the others and appears to lie along the con 

tact of a magnetic anomaly although on line 41M the 

conductor coincides with a magnetic peak.

The conductor is not too strong but warrant* further 

investigation because of its association with the magnetics. 

It would appear to dip to the north.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECQK#sNDATIONS

The electromagnetic survey outlined several 

conductive manes generally trending northwest which appears
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to be the regional trend. The conductive tones generally 

appear to be related to the basic intrusive that strikes 

across the property in a northwest direction. They 

probably represent shear sones containing sulphides and/or 

graphite and warrant further investigation by diauond 

drilling.

Respectfully submitted, 

PROSPECTING GEOPHYSICS LTD.

Montreal, Que., 
Feb. 26, 1965. H.J/Berpwdwi, P.
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INTRODUCTION

A ground magnetometer and ground electromagnetic survey was 

carried out over a group of claims held by Mistango River Mines Limited, 

and located in Macdiarmid Township, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario.

The survey was carried out by Huntec Limited during the period 

4th June to 27th September , 1964. Results of the survey are shown on 

the maps accompanying this report.

The property of Mistango River Mines Limited, discussed in this report, 

comprises a group of thirty-seven claims. These claims are recorded 

with the Ontario Department of Mines under the following numbers:

P56749 to 56766 inclusive, P56893 to 56910 inclusive and P56928. 

The group of claims is located about fifteen miles northwest of Timmins, 

Ontario. As there are no roads into the property access is either by 

boat down the Mattagami River or by chartered float plane. The Mattagami 

River forms the o;-, s tern boundary of the property.

The line cutting phase of the survey was carried out in conjunction 

with the adjoining properties of Silver-Miller Mines Limited and Silvertown 

Mines Limited. For these particular claims three base lines , namely 

base lines A, B, and C , running approximately northwest-southeast were 

used to turn off the traverse lines at right angles to the base lines and at 

400-foot intervals. The traverse lines were cut, chained and picketed at 

l 00-foot intervals.
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Readings for both the magnetometer and electromagnetic survey 

were made at station intervals of 100 feet. In the case of the magnet 

ometer survey readings every 50 feet were taken on steep magnetic 

gradients.

For the magnetic survey a Sharpe MF-1 fluxgate magnetometer was 

used, measuring variations in the vertical component of the earth's 

magnetic field to an accuracy of plus or minus 5 gammas. Corrections 

for diurnal variations were made by taking base station readings every 

two hours or less.

For the electromagnetic survey a Ronka Mark IV single frequency 

horizontal loop instrument was used. The unit consists of two horizontal 

coils separated by a 200-foot or 300-foot cable and measuring the in-phase 

and out-of-phase components of the secondary electromagnetic field in 

percentage of the primary field. The instrument operates at the frequency 

of 876 cycles per second. Depth of penetration is in the order of 150 to 

200 feet, but will vary considerably with the conductivity of the overburden.

Three maps accompany this report. Firstly, the ground magnetometer 

survey map contoured at an interval of 100 gammas. Secondly, the 

ground electromagnetic survey map, and thirdly, an interpretation map 

based on data obtained from the first two maps. All maps are at a scale 

of l inch equals 400 feet.
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INTERPRETATION

The ground magnetometer survey reflects the known geology of 

the area. In addition it gives more precise detail than the available 

aeromagnetic data.

The property is probably underlain by rhyolite and is cut by 

a number of north-south and no r thw e s t- southeast trending structures 

which are most probably diabase dykes. These dykes usually terminate 

at thecontact of the rhyolite and basic to ultrabasic intrusive, which forms 

a broad band across the west-central portion of the property. These 

basic to ultrabasics generally trend in a northwesterly direction. Some 

minor patches of basic volcanics and/or intrusives are interpreted 

elsewhere on the property.

A number of faults trending generally east-northeast and northeast 

have been interpreted on the basis of disruptions and deflections of the 

magnetic trends.

Since the electromagnetic equipment measures both the in-phase 

and out-of-phase components of the secondary field, it is possible to obtain 

a great many characteristics of the conductor. Readings taken over a 

conductive zone show the same general curve for both the in-phase and 

out-of-phase components. The ratio between the two readings is a measure
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of the relative conductivity of the anomalous zone. A ratio of the in-pha.se 

response to the out-of-phase response of approximately Z is indicative 

of a good to excellent conductor. If the ratio is l , a fair conductor is 

still indicated. If the frequency or the coil separation is increased then 

for an equivalent conductor the ratio would be increased.

Both components of the secondary field give negative anomalies 

over a conductive body whereas over magnetite positive anomalies usually 

occur. The electromagnetic survey would not show any response to a 

disseminated sulphide body.

Seven electromagnetic anomalies of possible significance have been 

located by this survey. They are interpreted as good to excellent 

conductors. They are referred to on the interpretation map as Anomalies 

4 to l O inclusive.

Anomalies 4 to 6 lie within and conformably with a strong magnetic 

anomaly believed to be caused by a basic to ultrabasic intrusive. These 

anomalies extend over a strike length of some 4000 feet on Lines 36NW 

to 76NW. They vary in amplitude from a few percent to more than twenty 

five percent. The minimum in-phase to out-of-phase ratio is 2. 0. These 

conductors are most probably less than 50 feet wide in all cases. Magnetic 

data indicates fairly shallow overburden in the vicinity of these conductors.
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Anomaly 7 is a one-line anomaly of good amplitude and located on 

Line 40NW. A repeated profile was carried out over this anomaly with 

exactly similar results. Its strike length is less than 800 feet. The 

in-phase to out-of-phase ratio suggests the conductor is of good 

conductivity and has a width of about 100 feet. It lies close to the 

edge of a small outcrop and is expected to be shallow.

Anomalies 8 to 10 are one-line anomalies on Line 3ZNW. These 

readings were not checked and it is just possible that some unexplained 

instrumental effect could be causing them. Amplitude of these anomalies 

are relatively weak. Strike lengths are less than 800 feet and widths are 

narrow.

No other conductors of possible significance were located. 

Electromagnetic activity in other parts of the property is attributable 

to overburden conductivity variations, cable shortening and coil 

misorientations.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A ground magnetometer and a Ronka Horizontal Loop electromagnetic 

survey were carried out over 37 claims held by Mistango River Mines 

Limited in Macdiarmid Township, Ontario.

The magnetometer survey indicated three major rock types, the 

rhyolites , the basic intrusives and the diabase dykes.

The electromagnetic survey indicated seven conductors of possible 

significance.

On the basis of geophysical results Anomalies 4 to 6 definitely warrant 

further investigation. Anomaly 5 is sufficiently defined to be tested by 

drilling. Anomalies 7 to 10 are one-line anomalies and therefore before 

any drilling is done to test them, they should be detailed by some 

electromagnetic method or other electrical technique, to assist in 

determining their strike more accurately and to give information about 

their width. Intermediate lines at a 200-foot or even 100-foot interval 

should be established for this purpose.

HUNTEC LIMITED

John Lloyd, MrSc. , 
'roject Geophysicii

Toronto, Ontario Norman R. Paterson, Ph.D. , P. Eng. , 
November, 1964 Project Manager.
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Where no claim corners are shown 

claim boundaries are drawn by 

extrapolation from nearest control
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MISTANGO RIVER MINES LIMITED

GROUND MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

M ACDI ARM1D TOWNSHIP 

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION , ONTARIO

-1000, O , 1000, 2000,3000 etc, gamma contours

1500,2500,3500,4500,5500 etc. gamma c ontours

MOO, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1600 etc. gamma contours

~^ *-*v

CONTOUR INTERVAL : 100 gamma

SCALE : l inch ^ 400 feet

HUNTEC LIM/TED, Toronto, Canjaday- October, 1 964
r\

N. R. Paterson" , Ph.D. , P Eng.

PH 100/64
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MISTANGO RIVER MINES LIMITED

M ACDi ARMID TOWNSHIP 

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION . ONTARIO

-40 -20
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MOTE: Where no claim corners are shown

claim boundaries ara d rawn by

. exlrapolotion f rom nearest control

SCALES : l inch ^ 400 feet

l inch s 40 0Ax-^f primary field

i }HUNTEC LIMITED , Toronto, CfanG/a - October, 1964

N R. Paterson , Ph O , P Eng

PH 1 00/64.
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Interpreted outline of magnetic 

rock unit ( / D yke

--Contact r eaches h ere at depih

 -- Outcrop o rea 

Interpreted fault

Conductor axis S in-phase 7 out-of - phase ratio

NOTE! Where no claim corners ore shown 

claim boundaries are drawn by 

extrapolation from nearest control.

MISTANGO RIVER MINES LIMITED

GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

MACDIARMID TOWNSHIP 

PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION , ONTARIO

INTERPRETATION

SCALE'. l inch ^ 400 feet

V
HUNTEC LIFTED, Toronto, C onjafioy- October, 1964.

7 N. R. Paterson , Ph D., P, Eng.

PH 100/64.
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